
 

 

YDS DENEMELERİ 
 
1.) The world ---- more than 2 billion tons of 
garbage every year, and trash heaps are rapidly 
growing in crowded countries like China and 
India. 

A) breaks down         B) throws away 
C) winds up         D) puts off 
E) drives into 
 
2.) Writing ―objectively‖ means that personal 
feelings are not ---- the writing. 

A) worked up  B) called off C) put out  
D) brought into E) taken over 
 
3.) After the first book on chess was printed in 
England in 1475, the game ---- a more modern 
form in Europe, especially after the rules of the 
game were changed. 

A) set off   B) paid back   
C) took on   D) came across  
E) ruled out 
 
4.) The Spanish Civil War ---- when the Spanish 
army in Morocco, led by General Francisco 
Franco, rose up against the democratically 
elected Republican govern-ment. 

A) broke out   B) fell off  
C) came along   D) turned on  
E) blew up  
 
5.) As  people mature and gain experience in a 
variety of situations, they learn strategies for – 
their emc 

A) sending on   B) clearing out  
C)going off                 D)dealing with  
E) stepping down 
 
6.) Although mild symptoms such as social 
withdrawal may persist, parents with minor 
psychological problems may want to -— 
children. 

A) pass out   B)sign off   
C)take off  D)come into  
E) bring up 
 
7.) It takes great courage for adopted children to 
— their biological parents, as they do not know 
the real reason why they were given up. 

A) run up  B) look out  C) confess to 
D) search for  E) put back 
 
8.) Some historians believe that human destiny 
is mostly shaped by the efforts of people to — 
climate change, migration, disease, etc. 

A) cope with  B) hand in  C)go over 
D) make up  E) lay down 

 
9.) On first ---- the hotel we ---- by the starkness 
and hardness of the place. 

A) having to enter / had been struck 
B) having entered / are struck 
C) entering / were struck 
D) to enter / will be struck 
E) to be entering / are being struck 

 
 
10.) The discontent that ----in many countries at 
last ----an outlet in the wave of revolutions which 
spread across Europe in 1646. 

A) was brewing / had found 
B) had been brewing / found 
C) brewed / will find 
D) has been brewing /' has found 
E) would be brewing / was finding 
 
11.) Unfortunately, there ---- as yet no evidence 
to suggest that a surge of growth in the US 
economy ---- more Jobs. 

A) is / is creating 
B) was/has created 
C) has been / will have created 
D) will be / created 
E) had been / was creating 
 
12.) Before long, ---- down a half-remembered 
piece of music ----as easy as humming the 
tuna. 

A) having to track / was 
B) having tracked / would be 
C) to track / has been 
D) to have tracked / is 
E) tracking / will be 

13.) Tradition generally ---- the introduction of 
chocolate to France to Jewish chocolate makers 
who ---- in Bayonne In 1609, having been 
hounded out of first Spain and than Portugal. 

A) attributes / settled 
B) has attributed / had settled 
C) attributed / have settled 
D) would attribute / were settling 
E) is attributing / had been settling 

14.) If the birth rate in India ---- controlled, the 
population ---- in the next 25 or 30 years, 
increasing from about 900 million to about 1,800 
million. 

A) is not / will double 
B) will not be/doubles 
C) has not been / would double 
D) would not be / could have doubled 
E) was not / would have doubled 
 
15.) Since Taiwan ---- its recession the retail 
clothing industry ---- very badly. 

A) has entered / would have been doing 
B) had entered / would do 
C) would enter / has done 
D) was entering / will be doing 
E) entered / has been doing 

16.) The robot has just the sort of features that --
-- to Japanese consumers when it ---- on sale 
there later this year. 

A) would appeal / went 
B) will appeal / goes 
C) have appealed / went 
D) appeal / will go 
E) are appealing / is going 
 



 

 

17.) America ---- that some of the commodities 
Iraq was allowed to import under the oil-for food 
programme ---- military uses. 

A) argued / could have had 
B) has argued / will have had 
C) had argued /would have had 
D) was arguing / can have had 
E) would argue / can have been having 

18.) Europe appears ---- a new period of labor 
militancy, but appearances ---- deceptive. 

A) entering / could be 
B) to be entering / would have been 
C) having entered / could have been 
D) to enter / will be 
E) to have entered / can be 
 
19.) In 1973 Le Due Tho ---- to accept the Nobel 
Prize for peace, insisting that peace----in South 
Vietnam and didn't seem likely to be so. 

A) refused / had not been established 
B) refuses / was not established 
C) was refusing / has not been established 
D) would have refused / will not be established 
E) had refused / would not be established 
 
20.) There was a similar case in May of a man, ---
- in Paris, who ----- his shoes with drugs. 

A) to board /would pack 
B) having boarded/ has packed 
C) to have boarded /would have packed 
D) boarding/ had packed 
E) tobe boarded/ packed 

21.) Later on in the article he points out that the 
creation of the single currency ---- out the 
competitive advantage that German companies -
--- enjoy over their European neighbors. 

A) wipes /were used to 
B) has wiped/ used to 
C) hadwiped /had used to 
D) would wipe / are usedto 
E) iswiping/ have been used to 
 
22.)  By the early 20th century the local ceramic 
industry of Kutahya ---- more or less to an end, 
but now the city ---- the focus of a revival of this 
skilled art. 

A) had come / is 
B) has come / has been 
C) came / was 
D) would have come / would be 
E) was coming / will be 

23.)  To save money, their government ---- back 
to a 1993 law which ---- the army to recruit 
parttime conscripts as auxiliary soldiers. 

A) reached / was allowing 
B) had reached / would allow 
C) would reach / had allowed 
D) has reached / allows 
E) is reaching / has allowed 

 
 
 
 

24.)  ---- office just six weeks ago, the new 
president ---- no time in implementing his 
plans to save his war-torn country. 

A) To have taken / lost 
B) Having taken / has lost 
C) To take / would lose 
D) Taking / had lost 
E) To be taking / is losing 

25.)  Tigers ---- from India's national parks due to 
the activities of criminal gangs that the 
authorities ---- to prosecute. 

 
A) would have disappeared / have failed 
B) have disappeared / are failing 
C) are disappearing / fail 
D) disappear / will fail 
E) will disappear / would fail 
 

 

CEVAP ANAHTARI 
 
   1. B 
   2. D 
   3. C 
   4. A 
   5. D 
   6. E 
   7. D 
   8. A 
    9.C  
  10. B 
  11. A 
  12. E 
  13. A 
  14. A 
  15.E  
  16. B  
  17. A  
  18. E 
  19.A 
  20.D  
  21.B  
  22.A 
  23. D 
  24. B 
  25. C 

 


